Lets Constellate your business Y Sethi
“ I had received a lot of coaching and done many expensive business and
personal development seminars but something was not working in my business.
I did a business constellation and it was so clear to see what was really going on,
with me, my partners and my customers. During the process elements of the
business were moved and clarity and focus restored. It was so helpful. The
business is now going well. Just a weekend and a small investment. Well worth it
to be able to move on so quickly.” Damion
Some people Feng Shui their home, building or workplace to promote the best
flow of energy to support them.
It used to be the case that talking about energy was a little ‘woo woo’. However
Quantum physics and field theory show that energy is a fundamental basis of the
Universe and all within it. This includes living things. The giant Einstein with his
E- mc2 formula showed that energy and matter are interchangeable. There is no
doubt that you and I are composed of matter and energy. We are energetic
beings.
Interestingly it has been found that energetic beings have a field of energy
around them, in the same way that planets do. In the Knowing field that occurs in
Family or Business Constellations we have come to refer to this as the Knowing
field. The Family and Business Constellation process repeatedly shows that we
are part of an energetic, genetic and epigenetic system.
Family, social and business systems all have an energy of their own that can
inform us if are open to exploring it. So why not use a process that reliably and
safely taps into the at energy to guide us in showing us our underlying systemic
dynamics in relational and work matters?
Even though we are very much self-made individuals, we are also part of family
systems and while coaching, goal formation and motivation may be very helpful

these stay at the level of the individual. Often it a systemic issue that is holding
many of us back. No amount of personal work can resolve this.
Further the study of epigenetic shows that we are deeply linked to our
forefathers and foremothers through socio-pyscho-emotional qualities that are
passed down thorough relational bonds. We come into life with the deeply held
senses and emotions of those that have gone before us as well as our own sense
as individuals.
Did you know that a business or work situation also has an energy of its own?
This is due to the energy that we carry and the energies of those who we work
with or for. A business Constellation is a deep illuminating, resolving and
clearing process for all kinds of business issues.
1. Small business that are looking or customers.
2. Business partnerships.
3. Management teams
4. Healthy business growth
5. Decision making in work
6. Lack of recognition
7. Amalgamation of businesses
Sam came to a constellation frustrated with the glass ceiling she was
experiencing in getting recognition for her business. She was confident and
competent but somehow couldn’t go to the next level of growth that she knew
she was capable of. She came from a farming family and was the first to be
directing her own non farming style business. The source of her blockage was in
her relationship with her father and the women of her family. Even though it was
respectful there were many qualities that were holding her back in pursuing her
success. In addition her business connections were problematic and her business
was not visible to her potential customers.

Sam came out of the constellation feeling much received and clearer about how
she was going to direct her business. Business Constellations. Small investment,
big rewards.
For more details of Business Constellations see
http://familyconstellations.com.au

